
Dear Journal manager,

Thank you very much for giving us instructions how to correct our manuscript “The role of
molecular properties of mononitrofluoranthenes to their mutagenic activity: insight from ab initio and
DFT calculations" prepared for submission for the special issue of the J.Serb.Chem.Soc. devoted to the
70th birthday of Professor Miljenko Perić. 

We have corrected the manuscript in accordance with your e-mail from 1st May 2019. 

- Figure 7 has been divided into two figures. They are prepared so that spectra are more clear. The
numbers on the axes are enlarged, the title of the figures and axes are made bold and the font of the
letters is enlarged too. 

- Figures 2, 4, 5, and 6 have been prepared again too, and the name of the axes and numbers are
enlarged and made in bold font.   

- All the figures are uploaded additionally as TIFF files.

- We have removed alpha channels before submitting TIFF files  

- For all figures the resolution is more than 300 dpi.

- The parts of the figures 7 and 8 (A, B, C, etc.) are uploaded as separate files.

- The Supplementary material is uploaded as word.doc file

- We have also made corrections throughout the text related to the designation of the units to be in
accordance with the Instruction for authors. 
 
Please, let us know if some more corrections and changes are needed.

With best regards,
Bojana Ostojić

Dear Prof. Dr Bojana Ostojić,

Thank you for your submission of manuscript to J. Serb. Chem. Soc. However,
your manuscript "The role of molecular properties of mononitrofluoranthenes
to their mutagenic activity: insight from ab initio and DFT calculations" is
not prepared according to instruction for authors and cannot be processed
further. Please pay attention on following: 

Illustrations - resolution, axis and axis naming. Please pay attention,
Figures, schemes, photos in TIF or EPS format (JPG format is acceptable for
color and grey-scale photos, only) must be additionally uploaded (Online
Submissions Step 4) as a separate files or one archived (.zip, .rar or .arj)
file. Please remove Alpha channels and flatten layers before submitting TIFF
files.  Every part of the figure, A, B, C…, must be submitted as an
independent single graphic file.

Supplementary material must be submitted as Word.doc file. 



Designation of a physical quantities and units (IUPAC recommendations for
the naming of compounds should be followed - see
http://www.shd.org.rs/JSCS/jscs-pdf/Common_mistakes.pdf). 

Please consult Instructions for authors, correct the manuscript and upload
again as a new manuscript. 

As Editorial Office receive a very large number of manuscripts that are not
prepared according to the Instructions for Authors (especially graphics), 
please carefully check your contribution before submitting. Editorial Office
can not, and will not respond to requests for clarifications if the
manuscript does not meet the minimum requirements of Guidelines: 
http://www.shd-pub.org.rs/index.php/JSCS/about/submissions#authorGuidelines
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